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charming start

 Thank the organisers ! 

charm
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Hope for a charming end
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Why Charm?

•Unique properties:  

•CPV and mixing in the up-type quark 

•Extremely GIM suppression : Null test of SM or NP 

•And more important : Large data 



Short-lived  
excitement

(−0.10 ± 0.09) %
2016, LHCb

2013, LHCb
(−0.34 ± 0.18) %

NO CPV
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(−0.82 ± 0.24) %
3.5σ

2011, LHCb

evidence



Good News : Large data

LHCb

Almost twice  
at the end of this year

Pajero

108 events  
in an individual process!
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+ 4 fb-1



Casarosa, 

Kumar 
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Belle II is ready for  
charm physics

Are you ready?



1. Mixing and indirect CPV 

2. Direct CPV  

3. Charmed baryon prospects
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Petrov
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Mixing in theory



Petrov
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Mixing in theory



Mixing @ LHCb : D0 → K±π∓
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Pajero
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Mixing @ LHCb : D0 → K0
Sπ+π−

Gersabeck

Need for BESIII to finalize the preliminary measurement 
of strong phases, as they are crucial input !

Weidenkaff

strong  
phase 

 @ BESIII



Mixing @ B factories

Babar : D0 → π+π−π0

Greenwald

Belle has more data. Similar results in neutral modes can be expected 

D0 → K+π−π0

Belle II help in complimenting LHCb with neutral modes

Kumar
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Pajero
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Mixing and indirect CPV

would indicate CPVyCP ≠ y

LHCb Compared to Belle:  

yCP = (1.11 ± 0.24) %
Greenwald



LHCb Pajero

Most precise measurement on CPV of charm

Compared to Belle:  

Greenwald
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Mixing and indirect CPV

AΓ = (−3 ± 20 ± 7) ⋅ 10−4

𝒪(10−4)



2. Direct CPV 
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Betti
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𝒪(10−4)
DCPV:



Greenwald

Betti

LHCb
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DCPV: D0 → K0
SK0

S

Belle



Greenwald
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DCPV: D+ → π+π0

Belle 

Isospin limit : ACP(D0 → π+π0) = 0

Observation would signal new physics

Clean environment at Belle helps 
to even use untagged samples
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DCPV: D0 → h+h−μ+μ−

Betti

LHCb 

See also from Burr, WG3

Rare D decays 
don’t look 

so rare anymore



Greenwald

de Boer
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DCPV: D → Vγ

Theory : search for new physics

Belle : 

Belle II 

Casarosa



de Boer
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Photon Polarization

To search for new physics with radiative D decays

not only CPV, but also photon polarization

up-down asymmetries



Bahinipati
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DCPV : Triple product asymmetry



New effect

Measurement suggestion

H.n.Li
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Theory finds new effect in
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Theoretical suggestions 
 on CPV measurements

D0 → K0
SK*



Soni
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Theoretical suggestions 
 on CPV measurements

enhance penguin


suppress tree



Soni
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Theoretical suggestions 
 on CPV measurements



Casarosa
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DCPV : Belle II prospect

New 
CPV 

effect

𝒪(10−4)



3. Charmed baryon prospects 
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Partly personal opinions

• data driven

• challenge and opportunity



Gobel
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LHCb 

Measurements on CPV in charmed baryons are coming…
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Doubly charmed baryon
 first observed via 
Ξ++

cc → Λ+
c K−π+π+ Ξ++

cc → Ξ+
c π+

and confirmed by

Discovery channels 

were predicted by


FSY, et ac,1703.09086

Gobel



Gobel
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Lifetime of charmed baryon



de Boer
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suggested
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Suggest to probe CPV in 𝛯c+→pK-π+

Br(Λ+
c → pK+K−) ∼ 0.15 %

• Larger BR by one order

Probably more data, even if suppressed by production. 

Jia, FSY, in preparation

• Longer lifetime would benefit measurement at LHCb

FSY, et ac, 1703.09086; Jiang, FSY, 1802.02948

U-spin symmetry:
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Welcome to play the charming games

Summary of the summary
•Data of charm is huge => also bring huge challenges but 

also opportunities to TH and EXP. 

•Precision of measurements becomes higher 

• Interplay between theory and experiment is more effective 

•Charmed baryons are interesting and deserve to be paid 

out more attention

Thanks !
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Backup



Weidenkaff, Tue
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Weidenkaff, Tue
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